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General Practice VI 
 Editing 

  

Going From Good to Great Writing! 

 
 

Editing keeps your writing reputation strong. 

 
 

 Editing involves judgement, with more than one way to correct errors. 

 It includes spelling, grammar, syntax, flow, punctuation… 
 

 

 

Tip: start by editing backwards. That way you read words and not the story. 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   dr. jonas salk a medical researcher stoppd a deadly disaese polio 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 
2.  polio is a virus that can kill it’s victim’s or leave them paralized because of the Virus 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  even president franklin roosevelt contracted Polio, he had limitd use off his legs 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  in 1955 the Vaccine works successfuly, salk was hailed as a “miracle worker” for his work 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. countrys around the World imediately begun vaccinating there children with the vacine 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. salk enter College at age 15 with no Science intrest, he wanted to be a Lawyer 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  because he works in a medicle laboratory he developd a intrest in biochemistry 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  he wants to help not just individul patience but humankind, he showd great leader-ship  

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

9.   first the vaccine injects into patients the killed polio Virus then the body react by producing antibodies 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  it was estimate a polio patent was worth $7 Billion but salk wasnt interestd in Money 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

11.  when airline Pilots announce salk was on there flight pasengers would erup with aplause 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

12.  the new york Times reported “Salk is a person of great warmth and tremendus enthusism  

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

13.  today salks medicle facility in california is a World Leader in virus an disease reserch 

                      ______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Dr. Jonas Salk 
(1914-1995)  

 

 
 

 



 

 

ANSWER KEY 
 
 

General Practice VI 
 Editing 

  

Going From Good to Great Writing! 

 
 

Editing keeps your writing reputation strong. 

 
 

 Editing involves judgement, with more than one way to correct errors. 

 It includes spelling, grammar, syntax, flow, punctuation… 
 

 

 

Tip: start by editing backwards. That way you read words and not the story. 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   dr. jonas salk a medical researcher stoppd a deadly disaese polio 

 Dr. Jonas Salk, a medical researcher, stopped a deadly disease: polio. 

2.  polio is a virus that can kill it’s victim’s or leave them paralized because of the Virus 

 Polio is a virus that can kill its victims or leave them paralyzed. 

3.  even president franklin roosevelt contracted Polio, he had limitd use off his legs 

 President Franklin Roosevelt even contracted polio; he had limited use of his legs. 

4.  in 1955 the Vaccine works successfuly, salk was hailed as a “miracle worker” for his work 

 In 1955 the vaccine worked successfully, and Salk was hailed a “miracle worker”. 

5. countrys around the World imediately begun vaccinating there children with the vacine 

 Countries around the world immediately began vaccinating their children. 

6. salk enter College at age 15 with no Science intrest, he wanted to be a Lawyer 

 Salk entered college at age 15 with no science interest; he wanted to be a lawyer.  

7.  because he works in a medicle laboratory he developd a intrest in biochemistry 

 Because he worked in a medical laboratory, he developed an interest in biochemistry. 

8.  he wants to help not just individul patience but humankind, he showd great leader-ship  

 He wanted to help not just individual patients but humankind; he showed great leadership. 

  9.   first the vaccine injects into patients the killed polio Virus then the body react by producing antibodies 

 First, the killed polio virus is injected into patients. Then, the body reacts by producing antibodies. 

10.  it was estimate a polio patent was worth $7 Billion but salk wasnt interestd in Money 

 A polio patent was worth an estimated $7 billion, but Salk wasn’t interested in money.  

11.  when airline Pilots announce salk was on there flight pasengers would erup with aplause 

 When airline pilots announced Salk was on their flight, passengers would erupt with applause. 

12.  the new york Times reported “Salk is a person of great warmth and tremendus enthusism  

 The New York Times reported, “Salk is a person of great warmth and tremendous enthusiasm.”  

13.  today salks medicle facility in california is a World Leader in virus an disease reserch 

            Today, Salk’s medical facility in California is a world leader in virus and disease research. 

 

Dr. Jonas Salk 
(1914-1995)  
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